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Abstract

We propose a new approach to topology optimization, based on the use of ‘‘single-scale laminates’’ as structural

components. The method is well-founded, because in the high porosity limit these structures achieve maximal stiffness and

minimal weight. The method is useful, because the Hooke’s law of a single-scale laminate has a simple, explicit formula

which scales linearly with weight. And it is interesting, because the selection of relatively simple, manufacturable designs

can be addressed using linear or quadratic programming. Our contributions are two-fold: (a) we establish the foundation

of this approach, by defining single-scale laminates and giving self-contained proofs of their optimality in the high-porosity

limit; and (b) we explore two numerical applications—minimizing weight with a constraint on the Hooke’s law, and

imposing continuity on a spatially varying microstructure.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There is by now a huge literature on the mechanical behavior of porous materials. Attention has often
focused on the high-porosity regime—for example trusses, honeycombs, and metal foams. Such structures are
of interest as simplified models of naturally occurring composites, and as examples of lightweight materials
with desirable material properties. (This introduction is intentionally sparse with references: see Section 2 for
links to the relevant literature.)

There is also a huge literature on structural optimization. One theme is the solution of ‘‘free material
design’’ problems, in which every Hooke’s law is available at an appropriate cost. A second, rather different
theme focuses on designs using just two materials, or one material and void. Homogenization-based methods
have been used to optimize structural topology, by: (i) identifying optimal microstructures, then (ii) using
them to design minimum-weight porous structures subject to compliance constraints.

This paper explores the interface where these topics meet. Our central thesis is that it is fruitful and
interesting to focus on structural optimization in the high-porosity regime. This viewpoint is fruitful because
the optimal microstructures are dramatically simpler in the high-porosity regime. It is interesting because the
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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optimal microstructures are highly redundant. As a result we must consider rational methods for selecting
among equivalent optimal composites; this leads to novel questions of manufacturability and continuous
dependence.

A disclaimer is in order: our methods are restricted to problems where stiffness is preferred. Examples of
such problems include: (a) minimizing weight subject to an upper bound on the work done by each of several
loads; and (b) minimizing weight subject to a lower bound on the first eigenvalue.

We now explain, briefly and informally, why topology optimization is easier in the high-porosity regime
than in the general case. The reason is that when stiffness is preferred, it suffices to consider the
microstructures we call single-scale laminates. A formal definition will be given in Section 3; informally,
however, a single-scale laminate consists of finitely many families of beams in R2 or walls in R3 (see Fig. 1). We
work asymptotically in the limit as the layer thicknesses tend to 0; different families can, however, have
different thicknesses. The key properties of single-scale laminates are:
(a)
Fig.

laye

the
Superposition Principle: The Hooke’s law of a single-scale laminate is the linear superposition of the
(degenerate) Hooke’s laws associated with each family of beams or walls.
(b)
 Optimality Principle: Let C be the Hooke’s law of a high-porosity composite made from a given
elastic material. Then there is a single-scale laminate made from the same material, with the same overall
volume fraction of material, whose Hooke’s law Cssl satisfies CsslXC in the sense that hCssle; eiXhCe; ei
for all e.
(Both statements are asserted only asymptotically, to leading order in the high-porosity limit.) The Optimality
Principle permits us to solve optimal design problems by considering only single-scale laminates, and
the Superposition Principle makes the resulting optimization tractable. For example, we will show in
Section 4.1 how semidefinite programming can be used to minimize weight subject to a constraint on the
Hooke’s law.

We have always known that optimal designs can be nonunique. For example, in the high-porosity limit a
minimum-weight isotropic 2D composite can be achieved using: (i) a triangular lattice; (ii) a Kagomé lattice;
(iii) Hashin’s concentric circle construction; or (iv) a rank-three sequential laminate. Some authors avoid
dealing with this degeneracy by focusing on the Hooke’s law rather than the microstructure. Others rely
on numerical effects to break the degeneracy. Our focus on single-scale laminates permits a better
understanding of the degeneracy, and leads to natural schemes for resolving it. Two such schemes are
presented in Section 4:
(a)
 When the macroscopic Hooke’s law is uniform, we use linear programming to maximize the thickness of
one family of layers. The resulting single-scale laminates depend continuously on the data and use a
minimal number of layers.
1. In 2D, a triangular lattice (left) and a Kagomé lattice (center) are both examples of single-scale laminates; since they have the same

r directions and thicknesses, the Superposition Principle shows they have the same Hooke’s law. For a general single-scale laminate,

thicknesses of the layers can depend on their orientation; thus the structure shown on the right is also a 2D single-scale laminate.
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(b)
 When the macroscopic Hooke’s law is nonuniform, we use quadratic programming to minimize a suitable
norm of the spatial dependence of the single-scale laminates. The resulting layering directions and
thicknesses vary smoothly in space.
The term ‘‘single-scale laminate’’ is, we hope, descriptive. But it also serves to highlight the similarities and
differences between our work and the established theory of homogenization-based optimal design at fixed
volume fraction. There the focus is on microstructures with extremal behavior at fixed volume fraction. For
problems in which stiffness is preferred, it is sufficient to consider ‘‘sequential laminates.’’ These structures are
conceptually simple but physically complex, due to their intrinsically hierarchical structure. Some optimal
design problems are known to require such complexity. Our work shows that the high-porosity limit is
simpler: in the high-porosity limit, to leading order, hierarchical structure is unnecessary.

Our work has important implications for ‘‘free material design.’’ This approach to structural optimization
takes the view that any Hooke’s law CX0 is available at an appropriate cost FðCÞ. Therefore semidefinite
programming can be used to minimize the total cost

R
FðCðxÞÞdx subject to constraints on the mechanical

response of the associated structure. But how should one choose the cost F? For algorithm development and
proof of concept, it was natural to use something simple, like an isotropic norm of C. Our work shows that if
the goal is topology optimization in the high-porosity regime, then FðCÞ should be the minimum weight of a
single-scale laminate that’s greater or equal to C—which, though not explicit, is readily available numerically
(Section 4.1).

Our work has antecedents of course. Versions of the Superposition Principle have been noted by various
authors, e.g. Cioranescu and Saint Jean Paulin (1999) and Christensen (1986). In 2D, compliance optimization
under a single load leads in the high-porosity limit to Michell trusses, a special class of single-scale laminates
(Allaire and Kohn, 1993b; Bendsøe and Haber, 1993). In 3D, it has long been recognized that optimality
requires a closed-cell structure made from walls, not an open-cell structure made from trusses.

The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 surveys relevant literature, elaborating on the connections
noted above. Section 3 defines the class of single-scale laminates more precisely, and gives more careful
statements of the Superposition and Optimality Principles. Section 4 presents our numerical applications:
finding minimum-weight single-scale laminates by semidefinite programming (Section 4.1), then finding
simpler minimum-weight structures by two alternative selection mechanisms (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). Finally,
Section 5 provides proofs of the Superposition (Section 5.1) and Optimality (Section 5.2) Principles, and draws
a connection between single-scale and sequential laminates (Section 5.3).

2. Context

There is a huge literature on the mechanical modelling of high-porosity structures. There is also a huge
literature on structural optimization. This section is not intended to survey either field, but rather to put our
results in context.

2.1. The mechanics of high-porosity structures

A porous structure is, for our purposes, a high-porosity mixture of a nondegenerate elastic material and
void. The analysis of such structures is considered at length in the monographs by Gibson and Ashby (1997)
and Cioranescu and Saint Jean Paulin (1999); see also Christensen (2000) for a recent review. A version of our
Superposition Principle is proved for 2D structures in Cioranescu and Saint Jean Paulin (1999) (Chapter 2,
Section 1.3) by direct examination of the ‘‘cell problem.’’ The principle itself seems, however, to be much
older. For example, it is used by Christensen (1986) to estimate the Hooke’s law of an isotropic closed-cell or
open-cell foam (and he refers there to similar calculations as early as 1952).

Highly regular structures such as lattices and honeycombs have naturally received special attention. In two
space dimensions, it is well-known that a triangular lattice achieves the Hashin–Shtrikman upper bound on
both bulk and shear moduli, to leading order in volume fraction. Hyun and Torquato (2002) noted that this is
also true for a Kagomé lattice, and they looked numerically at the relation between stiffness and weight for
such structures as the porosity decreases.
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The work just cited uses periodic homogenization, keeping the structure of the unit cell fixed as the length
scale tends to zero. Our work uses the same viewpoint. When the structure of the unit cell is permitted to
change, Zhikov (2002) has shown that new phenomena can occur; for example, the limit problem can be
nonlocal. It would be interesting to investigate whether the larger family of limits achievable this way might do
better than the ‘‘optimal’’ designs considered here. We think not, because for compliance optimization a
relaxation-based viewpoint gives the same result as one based on standard homogenization (Allaire and
Francfort, 1998).

2.2. Homogenization-based optimal design

Homogenization-based optimal design dates from the 1970s. Our viewpoint is most like that of Allaire
(2002); additional background and context can be found in Bendsøe (1995), Cherkaev and Kohn (1997), and
Cherkaev (2000). The basic idea is to break the task of optimal design into two parts:
(a)
 characterize the possible composites by identifying, for each 0oyo1, the set Gy of Hooke’s laws achievable
with volume fraction y; then
(b)
 employ optimal sizing methods to determine the optimal use of these materials for the mechanical problem
at hand.
The mathematical theory mainly applies to mixtures of nondegenerate materials; to consider porous
structures, we can consider mixtures of two materials then take the limit in which the Hooke’s law of the more
compliant material tends to zero.

For problems where stiffness is preferred—for example minimizing weight subject to upper bounds on the
work done by finitely many specified loads—it is not necessary to characterize all possible composites. Rather,
it suffices to characterize the ‘‘stiffest’’ elements of Gy. A key result, due to Avellaneda (1987), is that it suffices
for this purpose to consider ‘‘sequential laminates.’’ (This class of microstructures had been considered earlier
in special cases, but the first systematic and general discussion for elasticity was given by Francfort and Murat
(1986).)

Sequential laminates are hierarchical structures, whose description (and, if possible, manufacture) requires
consideration of two or more well-separated microstructural length scales. In some cases the same (extremal)
properties can be achieved using single-scale microstructures such as the ‘‘Vigdergauz construction’’
(Grabovsky and Kohn, 1995; Vigdergauz, 1994). In other cases, however, this is false: Allaire and Aubry
(1999) have shown that some extremal Hooke’s laws are achievable only by sequential laminates. A central
point of the present article is that the situation is different, for porous composites in the high-porosity limit.
Our single-scale laminates are, more or less, sequential laminates without the separation of scale. Our
Superposition Principle reveals that the separation of scales is irrelevant to leading order as the volume
fraction of material approaches zero.

We note in passing that there are interesting optimal design problems for which stiffness is not preferred, for
example the design of compliant mechanisms (Sigmund, 1997). Such problems require methods other than
those of the present paper.

2.3. Free material design

When the goal is to minimize weight subject to compliance constraints, the two-step procedure of
homogenization-based optimal design can be organized a bit differently:
(a)
 first identify, for any achievable Hooke’s law, the minimum volume fraction required to achieve it; then

(b)
 minimize weight among all structures meeting the compliance constraints.
Part (a) is difficult, and some authors have suggested it is also unnecessary. The approach known as ‘‘free
material design’’ permits designs using any positive semidefinite tensor as a Hooke’s law, and specifies the cost
of Hooke’s law C (usually an isotropic norm of C) as part of the model. Originally introduced by Bendsøe
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et al. (1994), it has attracted much attention as an application of semidefinite programming, see e.g. Ben-Tal
et al. (1999). Our work shows how the cost function can be chosen to make ‘‘free material design’’ equivalent
to the high-porosity limit of homogenization-based optimal design (see Section 4.1).

2.4. Optimal design in the low-volume-fraction limit

We are naturally not the first to study optimal design in the high-porosity regime. One approach is to
consider trusses with many possible nodes and members, optimizing numerically, see e.g. Ben-Tal and
Nemirovski (1997). A second approach is to examine the homogenization-based approach in the high-porosity
limit, see Allaire and Kohn (1993b) and Bendsøe and Haber (1993). Remarkably, for compliance optimization
under a single load in two space dimensions, both these approaches reduce to the study of Michell trusses
(Michell, 1904). In three space dimensions, however, the high-porosity limit of homogenization is different

from the study of Michell trusses. In fact an optimal structure should be made from walls not struts. This is
clear from looking at the optimal microstructures, cf. Allaire and Kohn (1993b). In addition it is quite
intuitive: a wall does better than two orthogonal families of struts lying in the same plane, because each point
of the wall does double duty—transmitting stress in both directions.

The viewpoint of the present article amounts to: (i) considering composites made from two nondegenerate
materials, then (ii) letting one material become degenerate, then finally (iii) letting the volume fraction of the
remaining material tend to zero. We already noted in Section 2.1 that some limits of porous structures cannot
be obtained this way. Recent work by Bouchitté, Buttazzo, and Fragalà aims to develop a more general
analytical framework for structural optimization of low-dimensional structures, see Bouchitté (2003),
Bouchitté and Buttazzo (2001), and Bouchitté et al. (2002).

3. Definition and properties of single-scale laminates

According to the Superposition Principle, the Hooke’s law of a single-scale laminate is the linear
superposition of the Hooke’s laws associated with each family of layers. It is therefore natural to begin, in
Section 3.1, by discussing the Hooke’s law of a single family of layers. We then proceed, in Section 3.2, to give
precise statements of the Superposition and Optimality Principles.

3.1. The linear algebra of layering

Layered composites have been studied by many authors. The goal of this subsection is to give a concise
formula for the (degenerate) Hooke’s law C of the layered composite obtained by mixing volume fraction y of
Hooke’s law A with volume fraction 1� y of void, in layers orthogonal to a fixed vector k.

If A is isotropic this is a very standard calculation. In terms of the Lamé moduli l and m, (i.e. if
Ax ¼ 2mxþ lðtr xÞI), the composite’s Hooke’s law C satisfies

hCx; xi ¼ y hAx; xi �
1

m
jAxkj2

jkj2
þ

lþ m
mðlþ 2mÞ

hAxk; ki2

jkj4

� �
. (1)

This is a special case of formula (5) below.
Remarkably, when A is anisotropic a simple formula is still possible. This may at first seem an academic

exercise, since for applications to optimal design it is natural to take A isotropic. But actually the extension is
quite useful: permitting A to be an arbitrary Hooke’s law simplifies the notation. We shall use the notation of
Allaire (2002), adopting the projection-based viewpoint of Allaire and Kohn (1993a). (Allaire’s book
emphasizes the case when A is isotropic, but one sees from the 1993 Allaire–Kohn paper that the case of
anisotropic A is no different.) The following calculation is, however, older than these references: it was first
done for conductivity in Tartar (1985) and for elasticity in Francfort and Murat (1986).

We begin with some notation: if MN is the space of all N �N symmetric matrices and k is any nonzero
vector, let W ðkÞ be the subspace

W ðkÞ ¼ fZ 2MN ; Z � k ¼ 0g. (2)
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(We think of this as the space of stresses compatible with layering direction k; here Z � k is the product of the
matrix Z times the vector k.) The orthogonal complement of W ðkÞ is

V ðkÞ ¼ fx 2MN ; 9a 2 RN such that x ¼ a� kg, (3)

where a� k ¼ 1
2
ða� k þ k � aÞ.

For any (nondegenerate) Hooke’s law A, we have the orthogonal decomposition

MN ¼ A1=2V ðkÞ � A�1=2W ðkÞ. (4)

In other words, any x can be expressed uniquely as x ¼ A1=2vþ A�1=2w with v 2 V ðkÞ and w 2W ðkÞ. We write
PA1=2V ðkÞx and PA�1=2W ðkÞx for the orthogonal projections of x on these two subspaces.

We are ready to state the extension of Eq. (1) to anisotropic A: the Hooke’s law of the layered composite
mixing A with void in layers normal to k is C ¼ yf c

AðkÞ where y is the volume fraction of A and

f c
AðkÞ ¼ A1=2PA�1=2W ðkÞA

1=2. (5)

In other words, the elastic energy quadratic form of the composite is

hCx; xi ¼ yhA1=2PA�1=2W ðkÞA
1=2x; xi.

When A is isotropic, this reduces to Eq. (1). (An easy way to see this is to set AZ ¼ 2mZþ lðtr ZÞI in Eq. (7)
below, then do the indicated minimization over v 2 V ðkÞ.)

To explain the origin of Eq. (5), we start from fact that for the composite made by layering two materials
A and B in layers perpendicular to k with volume fractions y and 1� y, the effective energy quadratic form is

min
x¼yxAþð1�yÞxB
xB�xA2V ðkÞ

yhAxA; xAi þ ð1� yÞhBxB; xBi. (6)

The first constraint is equivalent to

xA ¼ x� ð1� yÞðxB � xAÞ; xB ¼ xþ yðxB � xAÞ

and from the second constraint ð1� yÞðxB � xAÞ can be any element of V ðkÞ. Therefore, Eq. (6) is equivalent to

min
v2V ðkÞ

yhAðxþ vÞ; xþ vi þ ð1� yÞ B x�
y

1� y
v

� �
; x�

y
1� y

v

� �
.

When B ¼ 0 we are left with

min
v2V ðkÞ

yhAðxþ vÞ; xþ vi. (7)

The optimal v is such that Aðxþ vÞ ? V ðkÞ, or equivalently A1=2ðxþ vÞ ? A1=2V ðkÞ. Comparing this with the
relation A1=2x ¼ PA1=2V ðkÞA

1=2xþPA�1=2W ðkÞA
1=2x we see that when v is optimal for (7),

A1=2v ¼ �PA1=2V ðkÞA
1=2x and A1=2ðxþ vÞ ¼ PA�1=2W ðkÞA

1=2x.

Therefore

hAðxþ vÞ; xþ vi ¼ kPA�1=2W ðkÞA
1=2xk2 ¼ hA1=2PA�1=2W ðkÞA

1=2x; xi.

Thus Eq. (7) is equal to yhf c
AðkÞx; xi, with f c

AðkÞ defined by (5).
We note for later use (in Section 5) that V ðkÞ, W ðkÞ, and f c

AðkÞ depend only on k=jkj, and that

f c
AðkÞ ¼ A� Af AðkÞA, (8)

where

f AðkÞx ¼ A�1=2PA1=2V ðkÞA
�1=2x. (9)
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3.2. Single-scale laminates

A single-scale laminate is a high-porosity structure made from a fixed material A. It consists of finitely
many families of parallel beams in R2, or finitely many families of parallel walls in R3. The structure is
determined by
(a)
 its rank: the number of families, an integer pX1;

(b)
 its layer normals: unit vectors k1; . . . ; kp, assumed distinct (i.e. kia� kj for iaj);P

(c)
 its layer proportions: positive real numbers t1; . . . ; tp with

p
i¼1ti ¼ 1.
We are interested in the high-porosity limit, so there is also a scale factor y, representing (to leading order)
the volume fraction of material. The physical structure of interest consists of layers of thickness yti normal

to ki, 1pipp.
The actual geometry of the composite is not fully determined by these parameters. For example, a triangular

lattice and a Kagomé lattice have the same layer normals and proportions (see Fig. 1). We shall prove,
however, that to leading order as y! 0, the Hooke’s law of such a composite depends only on the layering
normals and proportions. Therefore, it is not useful to distinguish between different structures with the same
layer normals and proportions.

The base material A can be isotropic or anisotropic. In the anisotropic case, however, we assume its
orientation is fixed. (Thus the orientation is not permitted to depend on the layer normal.)

Our focus is on the linearly elastic behavior of this porous composite. If the layering directions are
rationally related then the structure is spatially periodic, with a (possibly large) period cell. The general
case can be approximated by such structures, so periodic homogenization is sufficient for proving theorems
about the effective behavior. In this setting the local Hooke’s law is A where there is material and 0
where there is not; in other words it equals wðyÞA where w is a periodic function taking only values 0 and 1.
Evidently

w ¼
Xp

i¼1

wi � gðovÞ, (10)

where wi is the characteristic function of the ith family of layers (a periodic function of y � ki, taking only the
values 0 and 1, with average value yti) and gðovÞ is supported in the region where the layers overlap. The
overlap term is bounded by the number of families (0pgðovÞpp) and the volume of its support is of order y2, soZ

Y

jgðovÞðxÞjdx ¼ Oðy2Þ.

Our focus is on the leading-order behavior as y! 0; therefore quantities of order y2 will always be treated as
error terms.

Having defined the notion of a single-scale laminate, we now give careful statements of the Superposition
and Optimality Principles:
(1)
 Superposition Principle: Let CðsÞp be the effective Hooke’s law of a rank-p single-scale laminate with normals
fkig

p
i¼1, proportions ftig

p
i¼1, and scale factor y. Then

CðsÞp ¼ y
Xp

i¼1

tif
c
AðkiÞ þ Oðy2Þ. (11)
(2)
 Optimality Principle: Let C be the effective Hooke’s law of a high-porosity composite made by mixing a
fixed material A with void, in volume fractions y and 1� y, respectively. Then there exists a single-scale
laminate C

ðsÞ
þ with same volume fraction that is at least as stiff in the sense that

CpC
ðsÞ
þ þ Oðy2Þ. (12)
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The proofs will be given in Section 5, but let us make a few comments here. Concerning the Superposition
Principle: if the different families of layers did not intersect then superposition would be obvious. But they do
intersect, and this appears to impose a kinematic constraint linking the elastic deformations of the distinct
families of layers. In proving the Superposition Principle, we will effectively be showing that this constraint is
not important in the high porosity limit. Concerning the Optimality Principle: an analogous statement is
known for sequential laminates. Therefore, the principle can be proved by either: (a) comparing the Hooke’s
law of a single-scale laminate with that of the associated sequential laminate—showing that the two agree to
leading order in y; or (b) repeating the arguments used for sequential laminates in the context of single-scale
laminates. The latter approach turns out to be easier, but we also discuss the former since the connection
between sequential and single-scale laminates is of independent interest.

It is natural to wonder whether the layers might buckle. The analysis of buckling in elastic composites is
complicated, because buckling can be initiated at any length scale (microscopic, macroscopic, or in between).
We do not attempt to address it here, except to note that buckling seems unlikely if the stresses in the layers are
tensile. Our analysis in Section 5 gives more than just the Hooke’s law of the composite—it also identifies the
stress in each layer. Thus it gives sufficient information to check a criterion for microbuckling.

Our attention is on the high-porosity limit, so we often ignore terms of order y2 and drop the scale factor y.
Thus, in Section 4 where we focus on the optimal selection of single-scale laminates, we take the view that the
Hooke’s law of a single-scale laminate isXp

i¼1

tif
c
AðkiÞ. (13)

Note that the set of possible Hooke’s laws (13) is precisely the convex hull of ff c
AðkÞg as k ranges over the unit

sphere.
Because Eq. (13) is linear, there are in general many single-scale laminates with a given Hooke’s law. For

example, if A is isotropic and we work in 2D, any rotation of a triangular lattice gives the same isotropic
Hooke’s law. Moreover, if two single-scale laminates give the same Hooke’s lawXp

i¼1

tif
c
AðkiÞ ¼

Xq

j¼1

sjf
c
AðnjÞ

then so does any affine combination (using proportions ati for layer normals fkig and proportions ð1� aÞsj for
layer normals fnjg, 0oao1). By a suitable limiting procedure, one can also consider structures with a
continuum of layering directions. Returning to our previous example, if A is isotropic in 2D, then besides
rotated triangular lattices, we also get an isotropic Hooke’s law by taking the layer directions to be uniformly
distributed on the unit circle.

4. Numerical applications

Many pages have been devoted to bounds on the effective moduli of composites. These bounds determine,
at least implicitly, the minimum density a porous composite must have to achieve a specified stiffness. But
extracting this information numerically is not an easy matter. Moreover, though the theory supplies
microstructures achieving the bounds, they are typically sequential laminates, which are difficult or impossible
to manufacture due to the requirement of multiple length scales. When the theory offers us simpler structures
(e.g. Hashin’s concentric sphere construction, or the Vigdergauz microstructure) there is no systematic method
for classifying or choosing between them. Numerical structural optimization has been used to find extremal
microstructures, for example by Sigmund (1994), but again the task is difficult and its solution is unsystematic.

Optimal design in the high-porosity regime is, by contrast, dramatically simpler. This is because the only
composites we need to consider are single-scale laminates (for applications where stiffness is preferred).

This section demonstrates the extent of the simplification by discussing three simple but practical problems:
(a)
 finding the minimum density required for a given stiffness, as an application of semidefinite programming
(Section 4.1);
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(b)
 finding the ‘‘simplest’’ single-scale laminate with a given Hooke’s law, as an application of linear
programming (Section 4.2); and
(c)
 finding a continuously varying family of single-scale laminates that achieve a continuously varying family
of Hooke’s laws, as an application of quadratic programming (Section 4.3).
We elaborate briefly on (b) and (c). It is no surprise that many different structures have the same Hooke’s law.
This is clear from counting parameters (the class of all structures has many more degrees of freedom than the
class of all Hooke’s laws). The resulting redundancy is a gift from nature: it permits us to optimize the elastic
response (which involves only the Hooke’s law) and also something else. There are many reasonable choices
for the secondary criterion. We focus in (b) and (c) on ‘‘simplicity’’ and ‘‘continuity,’’ since these properties are
clearly desirable for manufacturability.

4.1. Minimizing density

We address the following problem: given a Hooke’s law C0, find a microstructure S and its associated
Hooke’s law CS solving

minfdensityðSÞ; CSXC0; CS achieved by the microstructure Sg. (14)

In the high-porosity regime, it suffices by the Optimality Principle to consider microstructures in the class of
single-scale laminates. Therefore, Eq. (14) reduces to the optimization

min
t1;...;tpX0

k1;...;kp2S
N�1Pp

i¼1
ti f

c
AðkiÞXC0

Xp

i¼1

ti. (15)

Here, N ¼ 2 for 2D structures and N ¼ 3 for 3D structures (SN�1 is the unit circle in R2 when N ¼ 2 and the
unit sphere in R3 when N ¼ 3). The constraint

Pp
i¼1tif

c
AðkiÞXC0 means that the associated quadratic forms

are well-ordered:Xp

i¼1

tif
c
AðkiÞx; x

* +
XhC0x; xi (16)

for any N �N symmetric matrix x. The parameters ftig represent fytig; thus the single-scale laminate has
density y ¼

P
ti and layering proportions ti ¼ ti=y.

The rank of the single-scale laminate (the value of p) seems at first to be part of the optimization. However, it is
easy to see that p need not be large, since each point in the convex hull of ff c

AðkÞgk2SN�1 is a convex combination
of at most d þ 1 extreme points, where d ¼ dðNÞ is the dimension of the space of Hooke’s laws. (If A is
isotropic—the case of primary physical interest—one can do better: using the special form of f c

AðkÞ in that case,
Francfort et al. (1995) have shown that it suffices to consider p ¼ 3 in two space dimensions and p ¼ 6 in 3D.)

We want to solve Eq. (15) numerically. One could imagine taking the theoretical minimum value of p and
optimizing over the t1; . . . ; tp and k1; . . . ; kp. This is not very convenient, however, since the stiffness constraint
is nonlinear in ki.

Our approach is different. Since ki can be any unit vector and p can be large, we view the expressionPp
i¼1tif

c
AðkiÞ as a discretized integral over the unit sphere of a function tðkÞf c

AðkÞ. Discretizing systematically,
we let k range over a large but fixed set of M unit vectors k1; . . . ; kM (equispaced on the unit circle in R2, or
approximately equispaced on the unit sphere in R3). Our numerical problem is thus

min
t1 ;...;tMX0PM

i¼1
ti f c

A
ðki ÞXC0

XM
i¼1

ti. (17)

Since the layering directions have been fixed, the optimization is only over t1; . . . ; tM .
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Fig. 2. Minimum-density single-scale laminates in two space dimensions, i.e. solutions of Eq. (14). The Hooke’s law C0 was chosen to be

isotropic with Lamé moduli l ¼ 1 and m ¼ 0:5. The underlying elastic material was also chosen isotropic, also with Lamé moduli l ¼ 1

and m ¼ 0:5. The half-unit-circle was discretized by M ¼ 100 equispaced directions. Each figure shows the layer thicknesses of the

associated single-scale laminate by superimposing segments of thickness ti and normal ki: (a) Result of the semidefinite program discussed

in Section 4.1; (b) simplification via linear programming, as discussed in Section 4.2.
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The positivity constraint (16) is linear with respect to ti, so Eq. (17) has the form of a semi-definite program

(see for example Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996). Efficient algorithms and software have been developed for
such problems in recent years using interior-point methods. The semidefinite programs solved in this paper
were all done using the SP software package, originally developed by Vandenberghe and Boyd.

Fig. 2(a) shows the solution of Eq. (17) obtained by semidefinite programming in two space dimensions with
C0 is isotropic. The half-unit circle was discretized by M ¼ 100 equispaced orientations. Each line in the figure
has normal ki and thickness ti.

We observed in Section 3.2 that there are many different single-scale laminates with the same isotropic
Hooke’s law and the same (minimal) weight. As the figure shows, our semidefinite programming approach
selects the one that uses all the available layering directions with equal weights. This is not surprising, given the
symmetry of the problem and the interior-point character of the algorithm. Additional examples of
semidefinite programming (with C0 orthotropic) will be discussed in Section 4.3 (see Figs. 3(a)–(c)). Those
examples confirm that our approach via semidefinite programming usually produces relatively uniform
structures, using many if not all the available layering directions.

4.2. Maximizing simplicity

Since many single-scale laminates have the same Hooke’s law, it is natural to select a particular solution by
optimizing something else. If the goal is manufacturability, it seems natural to look for a structure with
relatively few layering directions.

This goal can be achieved by conventional linear programming. Continuing our focus on minimal density,
suppose C1 is the Hooke’s law of an optimal single-scale laminate (obtained by semidefinite programming as
explained above) and y ¼

PM
i¼1ti is its density. We seek another single-scale laminate with the same Hooke’s

law and density but just a few active layers. To find it, we maximize the thickness in a particular direction.
Specifically, if the initially given single-scale laminate has maximal thickness in layering direction kl , we solve

max
t1;...;tMX0PM

i¼1
ti¼yPM

i¼1
ti f

c
AðkiÞ¼C1

tl . (18)
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Fig. 3. Selection of single-scale laminates, when the Hooke’s law varies linearly between an isotropic law and an orthotropic one. Top row:

outcome of the semidefinite program from Section 4.1. Bottom row: outcome of the quadratic program (19).
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Since the stiffness constraint is now linear, this is a linear program. It can be solved by the simplex method.
Since simplex method always returns a vertex of the feasible set, the solution will have most of its layering
parameters ti equal to zero—indeed (barring degeneracy) it will minimize the number of active direc-
tions. This is what is observed numerically. For example, when C1 is isotropic the resulting single-scale
composite uses just three equispaced layering directions, corresponding to a triangular or Kagomé lattice (see
Fig. 2(b)).

4.3. Enforcing continuity

The preceding examples address the optimal design of macroscopically uniform microstructures. We turn
now to a different type of problem: the optimal design of a macroscopically heterogeneous structure.

The starting point we have in mind is the output of a homogenization-based or free-material-design-based
design algorithm. It would specify the desired Hooke’s law and density as a function of position in the design
domain. To pass from this information to an actual design, one must ‘‘fill in the microstructure’’ by specifying,
for each point in the design domain, a microstructure with the proposed Hooke’s law and density. These
structures can then be pieced together. Thinking numerically: if the macroscopic Hooke’s law is piecewise
constant on a triangulation of the design domain, then each triangle would be filled with a uniform
microstructure achieving the desired properties.

If the macroscopic structure varies smoothly, it is natural to ask that the microstructure also vary smoothly.
We shall explain how this can be achieved within the class of single-scale laminates by solving a quadratic
program.

To capture the main idea in the simplest possible setting, we suppose the macroscopic Hooke’s law C and
density y depend only on one coordinate x1, taking values fCjg

K
j¼1 and fyjg

K
j¼1 at evenly spaced nodes along the

x1 axis. We also suppose these Hooke’s laws and densities are achievable by single-scale laminates. (If not, we
would solve Eq. (14)—or more precisely Eq. (17)—at each node, to replace Cj with a Hooke’s law that is at
least as stiff, at least as light, and achievable by a single-scale laminate.)
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Our strategy is simple. We work, as in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, with single-scale laminates using a fixed
collection of layer normals fkig

M
i¼1. The single-scale laminate at node j is described by its vector of layer

thicknesses tj ¼ ðtj
1; . . . ; t

j
MÞ. To achieve continuous dependence, we will minimize the ‘‘Dirichlet norm’’ of the

spatial variationXK

j¼1

X
i neighbor of j

d2
ðti; tjÞ

( )
(19)

where dðt; t0Þ measures the ‘‘distance’’ between the single-scale laminates associated with t and t0. The optim-

ization is over the layering parameters at all nodes, tj
kX0, 1pjpK , 1pkpM, subject to constraints on the

density and Hooke’s law at each node:XM
i¼1

tj
i ¼ yj ; 1pjpK (20)

and XM
i¼1

tj
i f

c
AðkiÞ ¼ Cj ; 1pjpK . (21)

We come now to the main issue: the choice of the ‘‘distance’’ d. It seems natural to ask that
(i)
 d2 be quadratic in the layering parameters, and

(ii)
 if two single-scale laminates differ only by a spatial rotation, their ‘‘distance’’ be proportional to the angle

of the rotation.
The first property is desirable because it makes the minimization of Eq. (19) a quadratic optimization. The
second reflects our viewpoint that a small rotation is a minor change of the structure, though it involves
dramatic changes in the individual layer thicknesses.

Condition (ii) is very restrictive. For example the l2 distance

kt� t0kl2 ¼
XM
i¼1

ðti � t0iÞ
2

" #1=2
does not have this property. In fact, working in two space dimensions with an even number of layering
directions fkig equispaced on the unit half-circle, consider the choice ti ¼ c if i is even and ti ¼ 0 if i is odd. If
t0iþ1 ¼ ti then t0 corresponds to a rotation of t by a small angle, but the distance between them is huge. Thus
the l2 distance is not an appropriate choice for d.

In fact, condition (ii) is too restrictive. There seems to be no distance d satisfying both (i) and (ii). However,
we obtained good numerical results using

dðt; t0Þ ¼ kF 	 ðt� t0Þkl2 , (22)

where F	 denotes a discrete convolution filter given by

ðF 	 tÞi ¼
1

2rþ 1

Xr

j¼�r

tiþj (23)

and r is a fixed parameter (the bandwidth of the filter). Here we use the convention that the indices of t are
extended cyclically (t0 ¼ tM ; tMþ1 ¼ t1, etc.). The parameter r must be reasonably large, to avoid the
difficulties associated with the l2 norm; however 2rþ 1 must be below M, since when 2rþ 1 ¼M the
convolution F 	 t sees only the volume fraction

P
ti.

Fig. 3 shows the performance of this scheme. Working in two space dimensions, we used M ¼ 51 layering
directions, equispaced on the unit half-circle. For the initial (continuously varying) Hooke’s law we took C to
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be a function of x1 2 ½0; 1
, interpolating linearly between
�
 at x1 ¼ 0: the isotropic law with Lamé moduli l ¼ :4166 and m ¼ 0:4166 (corresponding to Young’s
modulus E ¼ 2 and Poisson’s ratio n ¼ :2 in plane stress), and

�
 at x1 ¼ 1: the orthotropic law associated with a two-layer single-scale laminate, using t1 ¼ 2 when the layer
normal has angle p=2 and t2 ¼ :5 when the layer normal has angle 0.

The underlying material A was also chosen isotropic, with Lamé moduli l ¼ :476 and n ¼ :357 (corresponding
to Young’s modulus E ¼ 1 and Poisson’s ratio n ¼ :4 in plane stress).

We discretized the interval 0px1p1 using 10 equispaced nodes. Since the isotropic and orthotropic laws are
both associated with single-scale laminates, preprocessing by the method of Section 4.1 is not necessary. But it
is interesting to see what such preprocessing gives, since it reveals the character of the selections made by our
semidefinite program (17). The results are shown in the top row of Fig. 3. The dependence is continuous in x1,
but the semidefinite program uses many layering directions (favoring uniformity).

The bottom row of Fig. 3 shows the result of minimizing Eq. (19) subject to Eqs. (20) and (21), when the
distance d is given by Eqs. (22) and (23) with r ¼ 15. (Recall that M ¼ 51, so ð2rþ 1Þ=M � 3=5.) The resulting
structures depend continuously on x1, and they also use relatively few layers. Interestingly, the layers in
the rightmost figure are active (even dominant) in all simplified microstructures. This is true even at x1 ¼ 0
(Fig. 3(e)), where the Hooke’s law is isotropic. Roughly: the minimization of Eq. (19) tends to reinforce the
orthotropic microstructure in its diagonal directions. This is of course very different from the outcome of
Section 4.2, where maximization of tl produced a triangular lattice.

The approach presented in this section is not limited to the case when C depends only on x1. Indeed, the
extension to more general spatial dependence is obvious. The associated quadratic program is rather large,
because it involves KM variables where K is the number of spatial nodes and M is the number of layering
directions. However, its structure is relatively sparse, since two nodes interact directly only if they are
neighbors.

5. Analysis of the single-scale laminates

This section proves the Superposition and Optimality Principles, and discusses the connection between
single-scale laminates and sequential laminates. We shall assume some familiarity with homogenization and
optimal design, at the level of Allaire (2002).

Recall from Section 3.2 that a single-scale laminate is a porous composite made from a fixed elastic material
A. Its microstructure consists of regularly spaced layers of thickness yti oriented normal to direction ki,
1pipp. Its local Hooke’s law is thus of the form wðyÞA where w takes only the values 0 and 1, and

w ¼
Xp

i¼1

wi

 !
� gðovÞ, (24)

where wi is the characteristic function of the ith family of layers (a periodic function of y � ki, taking only the
values 0 and 1, with average value yti) and gðovÞ is supported in the region where the layers overlap (with
0pgðovÞpp).

If the layering directions are rational then the structure is periodic, with a (possibly large) period cell. The
general case can be approximated by such structures, so periodic homogenization is sufficient for proving
theorems about the effective behavior. Moreover, since homogenization is a scale-invariant theory, there is no
loss of generality in rescaling the structure so the unit cell is Y ¼ ½0; 1
N . We shall work throughout this section
in these rescaled variables.

In discussing the Hooke’s law of a single-scale laminate, our starting point is the familiar variational
principle

hCðsÞp x; xi ¼ inf
F2H1

#

Z
hwðyÞAðxþ eðFÞÞ; xþ eðFÞi dy, (25)
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where the integral is over the period cell Y ¼ ½0; 1
N and w has the form (24). Here, and throughout this
section, H1

# denotes the class of Y-periodic H1 functions.

5.1. The Superposition Principle

We shall prove upper and lower bounds that agree to leading order in volume fraction.

5.1.1. The lower bound

The primal variational principle (25) characterizes hCðsÞp x; xi by a minimization over kinematically
admissible periodic strain fields. For the lower bound, however, it is more convenient to work with its convex
dual—a maximization over statically admissible periodic stress fields. We briefly review its well-known
derivation, as an application of convex duality. Starting from Eq. (25) we have

hCðsÞp x; xi ¼ inf
F2H1

#

sup
sðyÞ

Z
2hs; xþ eðFÞi � hðwðyÞAÞ�1s;sidy,

where s ranges over periodic ‘‘stress fields’’ that vanish where w ¼ 0. A standard duality theorem permits us to
interchange the inf and sup, leading to

hCðsÞp x; xi ¼ sup
s

inf
F2H1

#

Z
2hs; xþ eðFÞi � hðwðyÞAÞ�1s; sidy

¼ sup
div s¼0

2hs̄; xi �
Z
�

Y

hðwðyÞAÞ�1s; sidy.

where s̄ denotes the average of s. Recall that to be admissible for this dual variational principle, s should be a
periodic, symmetric-matrix-valued function that vanishes on the ‘‘holes’’ (where w ¼ 0). The constraint divs ¼ 0
is of course understood in the ‘‘weak sense:’’ s must be divergence-free where there is material, and its normal
traction s � n must vanish at the boundaries of all holes.

We apply this with a ‘‘stress field’’ of the form

s ¼
Xp

i¼1

wiðyÞsi,

where wi is the characteristic function of the layers with normal ki and si is a (constant) element of W ðkiÞ. This
choice is admissible, because each term wiðyÞsi is admissible. To see why, we note (fixing i) that the condition
si 2W ðkiÞ is equivalent to si � ki ¼ 0. Thus the piecewise-constant test field wiðyÞsi is periodic and weakly
divergence free, and it vanishes where there is no material. Our stress field s has mean

s̄ ¼ y
Xp

i¼1

tisi þ Oðy2Þ

since the region where the layers overlap has volume fraction of order y2. We conclude from the dual
variational principle that

hCðsÞp x; xiX2y
Xp

i¼1

tihsi; xi � y
Xp

i¼1

tihA
�1si;sii þ Oðy2Þ (26)

for any choice of si 2W ðkiÞ.
We now choose the si to maximize the order-y terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (26). The optimality

condition says that for each i, 2ytix� 2ytiA
�1si is orthogonal to W ðkiÞ. Since 2ytia0, we conclude that fsig

p
i¼1

are optimal precisely when

x� A�1si 2 V ðkiÞ for each i. (27)

In fact, the optimal si can be given explicitly:

si ¼ A1=2PA�1=2W ðkiÞ
A1=2x ¼ f c

AðkiÞx (28)
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using the notation introduced in Section 3.1. To justify Eq. (28), we need only show that this choice of si

satisfies Eq. (27). Recall from Eq. (4) that the space of N �N symmetric tensors has the orthogonal
decomposition A1=2V ðkiÞ � A�1=2W ðkiÞ. So A1=2x can be written uniquely as

A1=2x ¼ A1=2Zi þ A�1=2si

with Zi 2 V ðkiÞ and si 2W ðkiÞ. Clearly these si satisfy Eq. (27). Since A�1=2si ¼ PA�1=2W ðkiÞ
A1=2x by definition,

we have demonstrated Eq. (28).
Finally we evaluate the lower bound Eq. (26) at the optimal si. Taking the inner product of Eq. (27)

with si gives

hA�1si;sii ¼ hsi; xi.

Therefore, the order-y terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (26) reduce to y
Pp

i¼1tihsi; xi. Replacing si by its
characterization (28), we conclude that

hCðsÞp x; xiXy
Xp

i¼1

tihf
c
AðkiÞx; xi þ Oðy2Þ

or in other words

CðsÞp Xy
Xp

i¼1

tif
c
AðkiÞ þ Oðy2Þ. (29)

This is the desired lower bound.

5.1.2. The upper bound

Our proof of the matching upper bound uses the Hashin–Shtrikman variational principle. To make the
discussion self-contained, we start by reviewing its derivation. Starting from Eq. (25), we add and subtract the
‘‘reference energy’’ hAðxþ eðFÞÞ; xþ eðFÞi to get

hCðsÞp x; xi ¼ inf
F2H1

#

Z
hAðxþ eðFÞÞ; xþ eðFÞidy

�

Z
ð1� wðyÞÞhAðxþ eðFÞÞ; xþ eðFÞidy. ð30Þ

For any (constant) Z 2MN we have

hAðxþ eðFÞÞ; xþ eðFÞiX2hZ; xþ eðFÞi � hA�1Z; Zi.

Substituting this into Eq. (30), we conclude that for any Z 2MN ,

hCðsÞp x; xip inf
F2H1

#

Z
Y

hAðxþ eðFÞÞ; xþ eðFÞidy

�

Z
2ð1� wðyÞÞhZ; xþ eðFÞi � ð1� wðyÞÞhA�1Z; Zidy.

Integrating all terms that do not involve eðFÞ, writing

Y ¼
Z

wðyÞdy ¼ yþ Oðy2Þ (31)

for the exact volume fraction of the composite, and using the fact that eðFÞ has mean value 0, we conclude that

hCðsÞp x; xiphAx; xi þ ð1�YÞhA�1Z; Zi � 2ð1�YÞhZ; xi þ IðZÞ, (32)

where

IðZÞ ¼ inf
F2H1

#

Z
hAeðFÞ; eðFÞi þ 2wðyÞhZ; eðFÞidy. (33)
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We can express IðZÞ in terms of the Fourier transform of w as follows. By Parseval’s theorem,

IðZÞ ¼ inf
F2H1

#

X
k2ZNnf0g

hAdeðFÞðkÞ; deðFÞðkÞi þ 2bwðkÞhZ; deðFÞðkÞi.
Now, F 2 H1

#ðY Þ is equivalent to
deðFÞðkÞ 2 V ðkÞ for each k 2 ZNnf0g and deðFÞð0Þ ¼ 0. (To keep the notation

simple, we do not distinguish between V ðkÞ and its complexification.) The minimization over F can be done
separately at each frequency: introducing the notation ek :¼ deðFÞðkÞ, we have

IðZÞ ¼
X

k2ZNnf0g

inf
ek2V ðkÞ

hAek; eki þ 2bwðkÞhZ; eki

¼
X

k2ZNnf0g

inf
ek2V ðkÞ

hA1=2ek;A
1=2eki þ 2bwðkÞhA�1=2Z;A1=2eki

¼
X

k2ZNnf0g

inf
jk2V ðkÞ

fjA1=2ek þ bwðkÞA�1=2Zj2 � jbwðkÞj2jA�1=2Zj2g.
The optimal choice of ek is now clear: it is

ek ¼ �A�1=2PA1=2V ðkÞ
bwðkÞA�1=2Z

and substitution gives the value of IðZÞ:

IðZÞ ¼
X

k2ZNnf0g

jbwðkÞj2ðjPA�1=2W ðkÞA
�1=2Zj2 � jA�1=2Zj2Þ.

This can be expressed more compactly using the notation introduced in Section 3.1

IðZÞ ¼ �
X

k2ZNnf0g

jbwðkÞj2hf AðkÞZ; Zi,

with f AðkÞx ¼ A�1=2PA1=2V ðkÞA
�1=2x. Thus the Hashin–Shtrikman bound (32) says

hCðsÞp x; xiphAx; xi þ ð1�YÞhA�1Z; Zi � 2ð1�YÞhZ; xi �
X

k2ZNnf0g

jbwðkÞj2hf AðkÞZ; Zi.

for any Z 2MN . We could optimize over Z, but it isn’t necessary. Rather, we simply take Z ¼ Ax. This gives

hCðsÞp x; xipYhAx; xi �
X

k2ZNnf0g

jbwðkÞj2hf AðkÞAx;Axi. (34)

We have not yet used the hypothesis that the microstructure is a single-scale laminate: Eq. (34) applies to any
porous composite made from the basic material A.

For a single-scale laminate we can go further: we shall show thatX
k2ZNnf0g

jbwðkÞj2hf AðkÞAx;Axi ¼ y
Xp

i¼1

tihf AðkiÞAx;Axi þ Oðy2Þ. (35)

Indeed, by Eq. (24) the left-hand side of Eq. (35) is equal to

X
k2ZNnf0g

Xp

i¼1

bwiðkÞ �
dgðovÞðkÞ�����

�����
2

hf AðkÞAx;Axi. (36)

Since wiðyÞ is a function of ki � y, its Fourier transform bwiðkÞ vanishes unless kkki. Since the layering directions
fkig are assumed to be distinct, it follows that for iaj we have:

bwiðkÞbwjðkÞ ¼ 0 for all k.
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Therefore Eq. (36) equalsX
k2ZNnf0g

Xp

i¼1

ðjbwiðkÞj
2 � 2bwiðkÞ �

dgðovÞðkÞÞ þ jdgðovÞðkÞj2" #
hf AðkÞAx;Axi.

The terms involving gðovÞ are of order Oðy2Þ. To see this, observe using Eq. (9) that

jhf AðkÞAx;Axij ¼ jhPA1=2V ðkÞA
1=2x;A1=2xijpkA1=2xk2;

in particular it is uniformly bounded, independent of k. Since the support of gðovÞ has volume of order y2 and
gðovÞ is pointwise less than or equal to p, an application of Plancherel’s theorem givesX

k2ZNnf0g

jdgðovÞðkÞj2 ¼ Oðy2Þ.

Similarly,X
k2ZNnf0g

bwiðkÞ �
dgðovÞðkÞ ¼ X

k2ZN

bwiðkÞ �
dgðovÞðkÞ � bwið0Þ

dgðovÞð0Þ
¼

Z
wiðyÞg

ðovÞðyÞdy� Oðy3Þ ¼ Oðy2Þ,

since wiðyÞg
ðovÞðyÞpgðovÞðyÞ and

R
gðovÞðyÞdy ¼ Oðy2Þ. Thus Eq. (36) equalsX

k2ZNnf0g

Xp

i¼1

bwiðkÞ
�� ��2hf AðkÞAx;Axi þ Oðy2Þ (37)

as asserted.
To evaluate Eq. (37), we recall that for each i, wiðyÞ is a periodic function of y taking only values 0 and 1,

with average value wi ¼ tiy. Therefore, by Plancherel’s theorem,X
k2ZNnf0g

jbwiðkÞj
2 ¼

Z
jwi � wij

2 dy ¼ tiyð1� tiyÞ.

Substituting this into Eq. (37) and summing over i, we obtain the desired formula (35) for the nonlocal term in
the Hashin–Shtrikman bound.

Wrapping up: when the microstructure is a single-rank laminate, the total volume fraction is Y ¼
y
Pp

i¼1ti þ Oðy2Þ and the upper bound (34) reduces to via Eq. (35) to

hCðsÞp x; xipy
Xp

i¼1

ti½hAx; xi � hf AðkiÞAx;Axi
 þ Oðy2Þ.

Recalling from Eq. (8) that A� Af AðkÞA ¼ f c
AðkÞ, we have shown that

CðsÞp py
Xp

i¼1

tif
c
AðkiÞ þ Oðy2Þ, (38)

in the sense of quadratic forms. This is the desired upper bound. Taken together, Eq. (29) and (38) prove the
validity of the Superposition Principle.

Remark 5.1. Stresses in the layers: Since the lower and upper bounds match at leading order, each of the
inequalities that led to the bounds must actually be an equality at leading order. In particular, our lower
bound (26) becomes

hCðsÞp x; xi ¼ 2y
Xp

i¼1

tihsi; xi � y
Xp

i¼1

tihA
�1si;sii þ Oðy2Þ
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when

si ¼ A1=2PA�1=2W ðkiÞ
A1=2x.

It follows that si is (to leading order) the stress in the ith family of layers.

Remark 5.2. Comparing the proofs of the lower and upper bounds: We proved the lower bound in Section
5.1.1 by applying the dual variational principle to a superposition of admissible piecewise-constant ‘‘stress
fields’’ wiðyÞsi. The argument worked because the supports of these ‘‘stress fields’’ were almost disjoint:
s ¼

P
iwiðyÞsi vanishes where there is no material and equals si in the ith family of layers, except in the regions

where layers overlap (whose volume is Oðy2Þ). It is natural to ask whether the upper bound can be proved by a
similar argument. The answer, we think, is no. The reason is that the analogous piecewise-constant ‘‘strain
fields’’ for a layered composite do not vanish in the void. It is of course possible to consider a superposition of
(kinematically admissible) piecewise-constant strain fields associated with the different layering directions;
however they would interact, making an argument parallel to Section 5.1.1 impossible.

5.2. Proof of the Optimality Principle

The Optimality Principle is the analogue for single-scale laminates of a well-known result from Avellaneda
(1987). That work considered two-component composites made from two well-ordered, nondegenerate
materials with Hooke’s laws BoA. It showed the ‘‘optimality’’ of sequential laminates (for problems where
stiffness is preferred), by proving that if C is the Hooke’s law of any composite then there is a sequential
laminate—made from the same two materials, using the same volume fractions—whose Hooke’s law C

ðlÞ
þ

satisfies CpC
ðlÞ
þ . The proof had two main ingredients: the Hashin–Shtrikman upper bound, and an exact

formula for the Hooke’s law of a sequential laminate.
Our Optimality Principle follows (at least formally) from Avellaneda’s result, by: (i) passing to the limit

B! 0, then (ii) using the results in Section 5.3, which relate the Hooke’s laws of single-scale and sequential
laminates. But it is simpler and much more direct to give a self-contained proof, applying the strategy of
Avellaneda’s argument directly to the setting of single-scale laminates. Since the main ingredients—the
Hashin–Shtrikman bound and a formula for the Hooke’s law—are already in hand, the proof is quite short.

We start from the Hashin–Shtrikman upper bound Eq. (34), which can be written as

CpYA�
X

k2ZNnf0g

jbwðkÞj2Af AðkÞA. (39)

Recall that we proved this for any porous composite, not just single-rank laminates. The function w was the
characteristic function of the microstructure (in other words, the local Hooke’s law was wðyÞA) and Y was the
volume fraction where w ¼ 1. By Plancherel,X

k2ZNnf0g

jbwðkÞj2 ¼ Z jw�Yj2 dy ¼ Yð1�YÞ;

and by Eq. (8) we have A� Af AðkÞA ¼ f c
AðkÞ, so Eq. (39) can be written

CpY
X

k2ZNnf0g

tkf c
AðkÞ þ OðY2Þ

with tk ¼ jbwðkÞj2=Yð1�YÞ. Since
P

tk ¼ 1, the sum on the right is a convex combination of the degenerate
Hooke’s laws ff c

AðkÞg. In other words, it lies in the closed convex hull of ff c
AðkÞgk2SN�1 (recall that f c

AðkÞ

depends only on k=jkj). By Caratheodory’s theorem, every point in this set is a convex combination of finitely
many extreme points. Therefore, there exist positive numbers t01; . . . ; t

0
p (with

P
t0i ¼ 1) and unit vectors

k01; . . . ; k
0
p such thatX

k2ZNnf0g

tkf c
AðkÞ ¼

Xp

i¼1

t0if
c
Aðk
0
iÞ, (40)
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whence

CpY
Xp

i¼1

t0if
c
Aðk
0
iÞ þ OðY2Þ.

This proves the Optimality Principle (12): C is, to leading order, less than or equal to the Hooke’s law

C
ðsÞ
þ ¼ Y

Xp

i¼1

t0if
c
Aðk
0
iÞ

of a single-scale laminate made from the same material A using the same volume fraction Y.

Remark 5.3. What if compliance is preferred? The Optimality Principle says that for any porous composite C,
there is single-scale laminate with the same volume fraction that’s stiffer (to leading order) than C. Is there also
a single-scale laminate that’s more compliant? We think not. (For example, if the base material A is isotropic
then there is only one isotropic composite C that’s achievable as a single-scale laminate; it is, by the Optimality
Principle, the stiffest isotropic high-porosity composite achievable by mixing A with void.) However, if C is
nondegenerate (that is, if C40), then there are plenty of single-scale composites with the same volume fraction
that are more compliant. To achieve this, let y be the volume fraction of material in C, and consider any single-
scale laminate with the same volume fraction; suppose its Hooke’s law is Cssl ¼ y

P
itif

c
AðkiÞ. If C is

nondegenerate then we can choose a40 small enough that aCsslpC. Thus there is a single-scale laminate with
volume fraction ay that is more compliant than C. Now, for porous composites it is always easy to ‘‘waste’’
material—it suffices to include, as part of the unit cell, a region of material that’s disconnected from the rest of
the structure. By starting from the single-scale laminate with volume fraction ay then ‘‘wasting’’ volume
fraction ð1� ayÞ, we obtain a porous composite with volume fraction y that’s more compliant than C. It is not
a single-scale laminate, but it is certainly a porous composite with a relatively simple single-scale
microstructure.

5.3. Single-scale and sequential laminates

The optimal design literature has devoted a lot of attention to sequential laminates, because for problems
where stiffness is preferred an optimal microstructure can always be found in this class.

Our single-scale laminates can be viewed as ‘‘sequential laminates without the separation of scales.’’
Indeed, the optimal two-component sequential laminates considered in the optimal design literature mix
two well-ordered materials with Hooke’s laws BoA. We shall show that when B ¼ 0, the Hooke’s law
of a sequential laminate agrees to leading order with the Hooke’s law of the associated single-scale lami-
nate. Thus the separation of scales implicit in sequential lamination is unimportant in the high-porosity
limit.

A single-scale laminate has layers of thickness yti oriented normal to ki, 1pipp. Here y is a scale factor (the
volume fraction, to leading order) and the relative thicknesses are normalized by

Pp
i¼1ti ¼ 1. We define a

corresponding sequential laminate with Hooke’s law CðlÞp by the following iterative procedure: Fixing two
Hooke’s laws BoA,
�
 let C
ðlÞ
1 be the Hooke’s law of the composite obtained by mixing A and B in layers normal to k1, using

volume fraction yt1 of A;

�
 then for 2pipp, let C

ðlÞ
i be the Hooke’s law of the composite obtained by mixing A with C

ðlÞ
i�1 in layers

normal to ki, using volume fraction yti of A and ð1� ytiÞ of C
ðlÞ
i�1.

The Hooke’s laws C
ðlÞ
i have simple, explicit formulas. The initial step gives

ð1� yt1ÞðC
ðlÞ
1

�1
� A�1Þ�1 ¼ ðB�1 � A�1Þ�1 þ yt1f

c
Aðk1Þ. (41)

(This is Eq. (2.70) of Allaire (2002); the focus there is on isotropic A, but as shown for example in Allaire and
Kohn (1993a) the formula is also valid when A is anisotropic. The proof resembles the calculation we did in
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Section 3.1.) The subsequent steps giveYp

i¼1

ð1� ytiÞ

" #
ðCðlÞp

�1
� A�1Þ�1 ¼ ðB�1 � A�1Þ�1 þ y

Xp

i¼1

lif
c
AðkiÞ, (42)

where the parameters li are defined by

li ¼ ti

Yi�1
j¼1

ð1� ytjÞ. (43)

Note that the microstructure associated with CðlÞp has overall volume fraction Y of material A, where

Y ¼ 1�
Yp

i¼1

ð1� ytiÞ

" #
. (44)

(Eq. (42) is equivalent to Allaire’s equation (2.73); our parameters flig correspond to Allaire’s parameters fmig

by mi ¼ yli=Y.) Our goal is to show that in the limit B! 0, CðlÞp agrees (to leading order in y) with the Hooke’s
law of a single-scale laminate.

To warm up, let us start with the special case p ¼ 1. Eq. (41) gives the Hooke’s law of a layered mixture of
A and B in volume fractions 1� yt1 and yt1, respectively. We claim that it reduces, when B! 0, to the result
proved in Section 3.1:

C ¼ yt1f
c
Aðk1Þ. (45)

To see why, recall that f c
AðkÞ ¼ A1=2PA�1=2W ðkÞA

1=2. To simplify notation, we replace yt1 by y and write k rather
than k1. Then Eq. (41) is equivalent to

ð1� yÞð½A�1=2C
ðlÞ
1 A�1=2
�1 � IÞ�1 ¼ ð½A�1=2BA�1=2
�1 � IÞ�1 þ yPA�1=2W ðkÞ (46)

and Eq. (45) is equivalent to

A�1=2CA�1=2 ¼ yPA�1=2W ðkÞ. (47)

As B! 0, the right-hand side of Eq. (46) reduces to yPA�1=2W ðkÞ. Now, if PX is orthogonal projection on any
subspace X we have the operator identity

ð1� yÞð½yPX 

�1 � IÞ�1 ¼ yPX (48)

since both sides vanish on the orthogonal complement of X (where PX ¼ 0, so P�1X ¼ 1), while both sides act
as multiplication by ð1� yÞðy�1 � 1Þ�1 ¼ y on X. We conclude that when B! 0, the left-hand side of (46)
reduces to the left-hand side of (48) with X ¼ A�1=2W ðkÞ. It follows that C ¼ limB!0C

ðlÞ
1 satisfies (47), as

asserted. Note that this is not a low-volume-fraction result; it holds for any value of y, 0oyo1.
The argument for general p is similar, however, we will need to use the smallness of y at the very end. Our

goal is to show that in the limit B! 0, the Hooke’s law CðlÞp of the sequential laminate agrees to leading order
with the Hooke’s law CðsÞp of the associated single-scale laminate. Using the form of f c

AðkÞ, the definition (42) of
CðlÞp is equivalent to

ð1�YÞð½A�1=2CðlÞp A�1=2
�1 � IÞ�1 ¼ ð½A�1=2BA�1=2
�1 � IÞ�1 þ y
Xp

i¼1

liPA�1=2W ðkiÞ
. (49)

Similarly, the definition (11) of CðsÞp is equivalent to

A�1=2CðsÞp A�1=2 ¼ y
Xp

i¼1

tiPA�1=2W ðkiÞ
þ Oðy2Þ. (50)

We note for later reference that

Y ¼ yþ Oðy2Þ and li ¼ ti þ OðyÞ (51)

as easy consequences of the definitions (43) and (44).
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When B! 0, the right-hand side of Eq. (49) reduces to yL where

L ¼
Xp

i¼1

liPA�1=2W ðkiÞ
.

Note that L is a nonnegative, symmetric linear map. Its kernel is the orthogonal complement of

X ¼ linear span of A�1=2W ðk1Þ; . . . ;A
�1=2W ðkpÞ

and its restriction to X is invertible. Writing

C ¼ lim
B!0

CðlÞp

we conclude that A�1=2CA�1=2 vanishes on the orthogonal complement of X, and

ð1�YÞð½A�1=2CA�1=2
�1 � IÞ�1 ¼ yL (52)

on X. Since the restriction of L to X is positive definite, it has an inverse L�1 : X ! X (strictly speaking: L�1 is
the pseudoinverse of L). Inverting both sides of Eq. (52), we have

½A�1=2CA�1=2
�1 � I ¼
1�Y

y
L�1

as linear maps on X. Therefore,

½A�1=2CA�1=2
�1 ¼
1�Y

y
L�1 I þ

y
1�Y

L

� �
and inverting again gives

A�1=2CA�1=2 ¼
y

1�Y
L I þ

y
1�Y

L

� ��1
.

In the low-volume-fraction regime, this becomes

A�1=2CA�1=2 ¼ y
Xp

i¼1

tiPA�1=2W ðkiÞ
þ Oðy2Þ

by Eq. (51). Comparing with Eq. (50), we see that C is, to leading order, the effective Hooke’s law CðsÞp of the
single-scale laminate.
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